For performance evaluation of existing reinforced concrete members under irradiation conditions, a numerical code called "DEVICE" (Damage EValuation for Irradiated ConcretE), which takes into account the heat, moisture, and radiation transport coupled with cement hydration, is proposed. This code is composed of the established computational cement-based material (CCBM) model and the one-dimensional deterministic transport Sn code "ANISN". In the proposed model, temperature-dependent irradiation-induced expansion of aggregate minerals and resultant strength deterioration of concrete are introduced. Currently, the knowledge and modeling of irradiation-induced expansion of aggregate mineral is limited only for α-quartz. DEVICE was used for evaluating the strength distribution of the decommissioned plant Japan Power Demonstration Reactor (JPDR). Compressive strength distribution in a concrete biological shielding (CBS) wall of the JPDR was obtained by core sampling, and the compressive loading test results were compared with the calculation results. This comparison proved the practicality potential of DEVICE to predict the concrete strength distribution in a CBS. In addition, concrete strength change and its distribution in a CBS of an anonymous two-loop pressurized water reactor was simulated by DEVICE. The contributing factors for the change in the distribution of concrete strength at the inner surface of the CBS are discussed. Furthermore, the ways of integrity evaluation other than the existing allowable fast neutron fluence method are proposed and discussed as follows: 1) mineral composition-based allowable fast neutron fluence; 2) strength prediction at the inner surface based on the expansion of mineral composition of aggregates and the lower limit curve of the ratio of compressive strength of the specimen after irradiation (Fc) to that of the reference specimen (Fco) as a function of concrete expansion; and 3) direct numerical calculation for seismic performance by considering irradiation-induced volume expansion and degradation of concrete.
Introduction
Light water reactors (LWRs) are considered as an important power supplier even after the Fukushima Daiichi accident. According to "Roadmap on R&D and Human Resource for Light Water Reactors Safety in Japan," presented at the IAEA Meetings 2015, (Sekimura 2015) and a Japanese cabinet decision passed on April 11, 2014, nuclear power is an important base load power. Safe long-term operation of nuclear power plants (NPPs) will be required in the near future because construction of new NPPs will be considerably difficult in Japan. From this viewpoint, concrete structures in NPPs play a crucial role because they are practically irreplaceable. Therefore, aging management of reinforced concrete structures is necessary. Reinforced concrete degradation can be categorized into two types: rebar degradation due to corrosion and concrete degradation due to freeze-thaw cycles, alkali-silica reaction in aggregates, delayed ettringite formation, and chemical degradation by acids or sulfate salts. These deterioration types, which are commonly observed in civil structures, have been extensively researched. However, in NPPs, a characteristic deterioration environment, i.e., irradiation, exists. Neutrons and gamma rays are irradiated from the reactor on concrete biological shielding (CBS) walls (in case of a pressurized water reactor; PWR) or reactor vessel support pedestals (in case of a boiling water reactor; BWR) during operation.
The impact of neutron and gamma-ray irradiation on the physical properties of concrete has been summarized by Hilsdorf et al. (1978) . Their survey indicated that the compressive strength of a concrete structure deteriorates by fast neutrons (>0.1 MeV) above a fluence of 1 × 10 although a decreasing trend above a dose of 5 × 10 5 kGy was reported. This result is almost consistent with the results of Dubrovskii et al. (1966 Dubrovskii et al. ( , 1967 Dubrovskii et al. ( , 1968 Dubrovskii et al. ( , 1970 , which concluded that compressive strength might be affected above a total fluence of ~5 × 10 19 n/cm 2 . On the contrary, Fujiwara et al. (2009) and Kontani et al. (2010) pointed out that Hilsdorf et al.'s (1978) experimental results included concrete or mortar that are not suitable for LWRs. Therefore, Maruyama et al. (2013) summarized the relationship between neutron fluence and relative compressive strength ratio (Fc/Fco, ratio of the compressive strength of irradiated concrete to that of the reference concrete) for concrete or mortar applicable to concrete members in LWRs. They confirmed clear decreasing trend of Fc/Fco above 1-3 × 10 19 n/cm 2 . Recently, Field et al. (2015) summarized more comprehensive data of irradiated concrete and its components, which also support the decreasing trend of physical properties of irradiated concrete as neutron fluence increases.
Several studies (Dubrovskii et al. 1967; Elluech et al. 1971; Pedersen 1971; Hilsdorf et al. 1978; Kontani et al. 2010; Maruyama et al. 2012; Field et al. 2015) have suggested that the mechanism of concrete deterioration due to irradiation is aggregate expansion that originates from metamictization or amorphization of silicious rock minerals due to irradiation (Primak et al. 1955; Primak 1958; Elluech et al. 1971; Eby et al. 1992; Bonnet et al. 1994; Douillard and Duraud 1996; Bolse 1999; Ewing et al. 2000) . Due to aggregate expansion, the mortar matrix in concrete is damaged, resulting in deterioration of concrete's physical properties, such as compressive strength and Young's modulus, such as in the case of alkali-silica reaction in concrete (Giorla et al. 2015; .
The Nuclear Regulatory Authority (NRA) of Japan has recommended a concrete integrity evaluation process for NPPs, called "plant life management (PLM)," which needs to be conducted for every 10 years after 30 years of operation of an NPP. NRA recognized 1.0 × 10 20 n/cm 2 for fast neutrons and 2.0 × 10 10 rad (= 2.0 × 10 5 kGy) for gamma-ray irradiation as reference levels. The American Concrete Institute (2012) Committee cites Hilsdorf et al.' s results and suggests a fluence of 1.0 × 10 21 n/cm 2 at which loss of mechanical properties is observed; it also recommended a conservative fluence limit of 1.0 × 10 17 n/cm 2 to prevent lifetime radiation-induced degradation of concrete. The British Standards Institute (1990) noted a neutron radiation level of 5.0 × 10 17 n/cm 2 below which its effect on concrete structures of an NPP is not significant. Table 1 lists the expected fast neutron fluence of Japanese NPPs after 60 years of operation, as obtained from the PLM document. Clearly, although fast neutron fluence levels of all plants will not exceed NRA's reference level, the fluence levels for some NPPs are expected to exceed Hilsdorf et al.'s (1978) value. Consequently, scientific knowledge is required for addressing this issue. NRA launched a national project with this objective. Irradiation acceleration experiments have been limited with respect to specimen size, temperature control of the specimen, and ratio of gamma-ray to neutron flux . Moreover, large gaps exist between the specimens and the actual concrete structures in a plant. In the present study, a numerical simulation model is proposed to compensate part of such gaps. A new numerical code called DEVICE (Damage EValuation for Irradiated ConcretE) is developed by coupling the computational cement-based material model (CCBM) , and moisture, heat, and radiation transport codes for predicting compressive strength changes and their distribution in a massive concrete member subjected to irradiation on one side. This model succeeds the current PLM process and aims to contribute to the material basis or material potential evaluation for integrity of reinforced concrete structures during PLM. However, radiation impact on the structural performance is not addressed through this model and is a major concern (Pomaro et al. 2011; Salomoni et al. 2014; . Therefore, this study focuses on material strength, while similar approaches focused on the damage in CBS walls (Pomaro et al. 2011; Salomoni et al. 2014 ). The proposed model is used for evaluating the decommissioned plant Japan Power Demonstration Reactor (JPDR). The strength of concrete core samples taken from a CBS of the JPDR is evaluated and discussed by comparing with the results obtained by DEVICE. Finally, concrete strength and related properties of concrete in a CBS of an anonymous PWR are calculated and the results are discussed from the viewpoint of integrity evaluation.
2．Numerical modeling

Coupling of the CCBM and neutron and gamma-ray transport calculation
In the present study, concrete behavior is calculated by using the CCBM which covers the models for the rate of hydration of cement minerals, phase composition, resultant hygro-thermo-mechanical properties of cement paste, i.e., compressive strength, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, thermal expansion coefficient, autogenous shrinkage, drying shrinkage, heat capacity, heat transfer coefficient, water vapor sorption isotherms, and water transfer coefficient. In addition, the model empirically evaluates changes in the concrete compressive strength under heating or drying and takes into account cement paste strength changes due to its colloidal feature as well as micro-defects produced around aggregates by the volume difference between the aggregate and mortar.
For modeling the target concrete member, heat and moisture transfer problems are calculated using one dimensional finite differential method (1D-FDM) with an implicit method and a time step of 0.001 hour. All the parameters such as moisture capacity, moisture transfer coefficient, water consumption, heat capacity, heat transfer coefficient, and heat consumption are calculated by the information of equilibrium and history of temperature and relative humidity of the concrete at each node, and phase composition of cement paste from the previous step.
Considering radiation conditions on concrete, a deterministic transport theory is used for the present study. In the ANISN code, originally developed in Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) (Engle Jr. 1967) , the Boltzmann transport equation, which is an integro-differential balance equation for the conservation of radiative energy, is calculated using the discrete coordinates (Sn) approximation by discretizing spatial, angular, energy, and variables. This 1-D ANISN code is coupled with the CCBM in the present study. The neutron and gamma-ray flux distributions in concrete are calculated with the ANISN-ORNL by using the spectra of radiation energy at the inner surface of the concrete and the cross-sections of the concrete member based on the material compositions and temperature. The energy spectra at the inner surface of the concrete must be calculated separately using a nuclear reactor model. In this system, the ANISN calculation region is divided into five zones, in each of which the material compositions and temperature are averaged. The ANISN calculation involves P3-S16 approximation and a multi-group cross-section library V7-200N47G in SCALE6 that has 200 neutron groups and 47 gamma-ray groups.
The detailed procedure is described as follows: 1) Create input data "GIP" (Rhoades 1978) , which is a function to calculate the cross-section of a concrete member on the basis of the atomic composition at each FDM node. 2) Calculate the cross-section of a concrete member at each FDM node from the temperature and atomic composition data using "GIP". 3) Calculate the radiation flux at all FDM nodes, which correspond to the calculation nodes for the ANISN code, based on the cross-section of the concrete member. 4) Calculate heat production rate at each node from the corresponding ANISN calculation results. 5) Calculate heat and moisture transfer and hydration Fig. 1 Detailed process of introduction of ANISN-ORNL to CCBM. process of cement, and then go to step 1). Figure 1 shows the process of introduction of the ANISN codes to the CCBM. Figure 2 shows the coupling process and the calculation flow.
2.2
Modeling of concrete deterioration due to irradiation 2.2.1 Impact of gamma rays First, the impact of gamma rays is discussed based on literature Maruyama et al. 2012; .
Gamma rays affect material through electronic excitations. The excess electronic energies of electrons in the excited states are transformed to vibrational energies of atoms composing the materials, resulting in breaking of the covalent bonds and producing radicals. From this viewpoint, the covalent nature of the concrete materials can be affected by gamma rays. In case of the Si-O bonds in α-quartz, the impact is significant beyond ~1.0 ｘ 10 12 Gy for gamma rays (Douillard and Duraud 1996; Ichikawa and Kimura 2007) . Hydroxy groups are also affected by gamma rays. Water is decomposed as hydroxyl and hydrogen radicals, forming hydrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen peroxide (Bouniol and Aspart 1998) .
As the energy of gamma rays are absorbed by the target material during the decay process, heating always accompanies gamma-ray irradiation. In addition to elevated temperature due to gamma-ray irradiation, decomposition of water enhances drying of the concrete. Therefore, the combined impacts of drying and heating alter the physical properties of concrete.
Hardened cement paste, which is a product of hydration of Portland cement and water, is the main binder matrix in concrete. Cement is generally composed of alite, belite, aluminate phase, ferrite phase, and gypsum. Major cement hydrates that are responsible for the strength of hardened cement paste are portlandite and calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H), which are formed from alite and belite. Portlandite and the Ca-O layer in C-S-H are ionically bonded and may not be largely affected by gamma rays without the interaction of water. The Si-O covalent bonds in C-S-H may be affected slightly, but the structure of C-S-H is sustained by the Ca-O layer (Gartner 1997; Gartner et al. 2000) . Even though the atoms in C-S-H are dislocated by secondary electron collision, since the Ca-O layer has a winding or wavy shape and is not ordered because of the attachment of silicates (Gartner 1997) , such dislocations do not largely impact the physical properties of hardened cement paste.
Metastable calcium peroxide octahydrates can be produced in hardened cement paste with high water content (Bouniol and Aspart 1998; Vodák et al. 2005; Lowinska-Kluge and Piszora 2008) , altering the strength and pore size distribution and especially resulting in subsequent carbonation.
The drying and heating associated with gamma-ray irradiation affects the properties of hardened cement paste (Maruyama et al. 2014a) , because C-S-H formed from Portland cement has a colloidal feature, and the morphology of C-S-H is affected by the drying and heating process (Pihlajavaara 1974; Litvan 1976 , Parrott et al. 1980 Parrott and Young 1981; Cong and Kirkpatrick 1995; Thomas and Jennings 2003; Jennings 2008; Thomas et al. 2008; Maruyama et al. 2014a; . Therefore, gamma heating largely impacts the physical property of hardened cement paste.
Natural rock and chemically stable aggregates are generally used in concrete for LWRs. Unlike hardened cement paste, an aggregate is composed of well-crystallized minerals, and the major bonds of rock minerals are covalent and ionic bonds. Therefore, aggregates can be considered to be not largely affected by gamma rays through electronic excitations. Collision of gamma rays on a material surface results in a photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, or pair production, and thereby causes electrons, and occasionally positrons, to be ejected or produced. These electrons collide with the material and eject more electrons, the secondary electrons; this process continues until the energies of the secondary electrons become lower than the ionization energy of the material. Only when the first gamma-ray energy is very high, the secondary electrons can collide and move atoms in target materials.
Reproducible facts indicate that α-quartz, which is one of the major rock minerals for concrete aggregates, may undergo expansion due to irradiation. Fully metamictized or amorphized condition is attained at ~6 × 10 27 eV/g (= 9.6 × 10 12 Gy) by electron irradiation. Electron damages are determined by the ionization cross-section; the damage decreases with increasing electron energy. However, if the electron energy becomes more than 1.5 MeV, the irradiation process is accelerated by a knock-on displacement mechanism (Inui et al. 1990) .
Maximum ejected electron energy of photoelectric effect and Compton scattering is almost the same as the energy of irradiated gamma-ray, when energy of an incident electron is more than MeV, while it is 0.51 MeV in case of pair production. The possibility of those events is a function of atomic mass and therefore, the Compton scattering event which will be brought by gamma-ray energy ranging about 1.8 ~ 20 MeV should contribute to the amorphization of α-quartz through recoiled electrons. In case of a concrete structure and neighboring surfaces of an LWR, the gamma-ray levels are 100 KeV to 10 MeV (Fukuya et al. 2002) , therefore, gamma rays are considered to have some effect on the concrete components. This impact is not fully understood quantitatively and needs further investigation for clarity, but based on the experiment by Inui et al. (1990) , the impact of Compton recoiled electron seemed almost the same order of that by electronic excitations, therefore, the rate of amorphization due to gamma-ray irradiation is negligible in case of aggregate or hardened cement paste in LWR.
In the present study, the impact of gamma rays on hardened cement paste and concrete is assumed to be the same as the impact of heating and drying on these materials, which has been already modeled in previous studies (Maruyama et al. 2014a (Maruyama et al. , 2014b . The existing data (Vodák et al. 2005) also support this assumption. Production of calcium peroxide octahydrate must be related to the portlandite and water content in the cement paste. However, in the case of mature cement paste under a sealed condition, only a small amount of capillary water exists (Muller et al. 2012) , and the possibility of a reaction may be very limited due to lack of space for precipitation. In addition, due to lack of experimental experiences, we will not consider this phenomenon at the present research stage. The production of gases by the decomposition of capillary water may also impact the water vapor movement in concrete, but this phenomenon is also not considered here because of lack of scientific data ).
Impact of neutrons
Since neutrons are electrically neutral, they do not have an ionizing effect. Neutrons always interact with a nucleus by scattering and absorption. Two types of scattering occur: inelastic and elastic scattering. Both change the direction and speed of neutrons and the number of protons and neutrons in the interacted nucleus remains the same as before. In elastic scattering, a neutron collides with a lighter nucleus such as that of H, C, or O and a neutron is ejected, thus preserving the total kinetic energy of the nucleus. On the contrary, in inelastic scattering, a neutron collides with a heavier atomic nucleus, which attains an excited state owing to internal rearrangement and subsequently releases radiation. When a neutron is absorbed by a nucleus, a wide-energy-range radiation can be released, or fission can be initiated.
Cement hydrates always coexist with evaporable water under the environmental condition around the concrete in LWRs, and the dissolution and precipitation of these hydrates are in equilibrium. Atoms in the cement hydrates can be collided by neutrons, dislocating atoms from the hydrates. However, the equilibrium state plays a healing role for this neutron damage in cement hydrates. In addition, C-S-H generally has a short-period recursive structure that cannot be detected by powder X-ray diffraction in the layer-piling direction; therefore, the defects in the structure may not largely impact its physical properties. The only possible damage by the collision of neutrons is that the portlandite, with its maximum crystal size being approximately 1 micron, may expand because of the dislocation of atoms and defects in its structure (Seeberger and Hilsdorf 1982) . However, the change in hardened cement strength under irradiation conditions is not confirmed experimentally (Gray 1971; Elleuch et al. 1972; Seeberger and Hilsdorf 1982) .
As stated in the previous section, aggregates are well crystalized, but there is a facts that α-quartz is expanded due to irradiation. Previous neutron irradiation experiments of α-quartz showed almost consistent density of the final state (Wittels and Sherrill 1954; Primak et al. 1955; Primak 1958; Bykov et al. 1981; Bonnet et al. 1994) , with its reduction value in the range 15%-18% and a linear expansion of approximately 5%-6%. Neutron irradiation damages are generally described according to three fluence levels (Douillard and Duraud 1996) . For low neutron fluence (φ n ≤ 1 × 10 18 n/cm 2 ), the irradiation induces point defects, mainly E' centers (≡Si•) and oxygen hole centers. The point defect concentration increases as a power function of the fluence. For medium neutron fluence (1 × 10 18 ≤ φ n ≤ 1 × 10 20 n/cm 2 ), α-quartz undergoes an α-β transition, immediately followed by a complete amorphization for a neutron fluence greater than 1 × 10 20 n/cm 2 (Douillard and Duraud 1996) . Note that to the best of authors' knowledge, the final amorphized conditions attained after electron irradiation or ion bombardment have not been compared with those after neutron irradiation in terms of α-quartz density. Therefore, we could not conclude that gamma rays have the same impact as neutrons.
α-Quartz is the major component of rocks and is present in many kinds of aggregate. Therefore, aggregate is likely expanded under the neutron irradiation. This aggregate expansion in concrete leads to expansion of concrete, accumulation of damage in concrete, and resultant degradation of the physical properties of concrete (Dubrovskii et al. 1967; Elluech et al. 1971; Hilsdorf et al. 1978; Field et al. 2015; . Therefore, the modeling of aggregate expansion is necessary. Damage accumulation and volume expansion of α-quartz are well described by the nucleation and growth model proposed by Avrami (1941) (Weber 1990; Harbsmeier and Bolse 1998; Bolse 1999; Field et al. 2015) . Our proposed model is also based on this model. In terms of the temperature condition, the result of a distinguished experiment reported by Bykov et al. (1981) is shown in Fig. 3 . Based on this figure, the nucleation and growth model, which is shown in the following equation, is used to evaluate the temperature condition and expansion strain ε n (n).
where ε n,quartz, ∞ : maximum expansion strain of α-quartz (18% in case of volume change and 6% in case of linear strain); n: neutron fluence (n/cm 2 ) with given energy criteria, indicating the minimum energy level for amorphization; K(T): temperature-dependent factor (n/cm 2 ) for nucleation and growth of the amorphized phase; T: absolute temperature (K); and d: dimensionality factor, normally ranging from 2 to 5 and is 2.38 in this study .
The neutron fluence at which half the volume expansion occurs at the fully amorphized condition is evaluated by an Arrhenius plot as shown in Fig. 4 . As the figure shows, the overall trend conforms with the Arrhenius law; however, in the realistic temperature range for NPPs, a smaller tangent than that for the overall trend is confirmed. Therefore, based on this, the following equation is formulated:
where E a,quartz : activation energy for the nucleation and growth of the amorphized region in α-quartz, 22500 (J/mol), and R: gas constant (J mol -1 K -1 ). During this formulation, minimum energy of the neutron flux that affects damage accumulation of α-quartz is 0.1 MeV, as obtained from the flux information of reactors used in the experiment by Bykov et al (1981) .
Assuming simplified homogenization, aggregate expansion due to irradiation is expressed by the following equation:
where ε n,i : expansion (or shrinkage) of mineral i caused by neutron irradiation, and v i : volumetric ratio of mineral i in the aggregates. Rock minerals other than α-quartz may possibly expand by the irradiation (Ichikawa and Kimura 2007) ; however, in the present study, due to the limitation of reliable data, only α-quartz is considered. The role of the matrix around α-quartz grains is also ignored. For example, a chlorite matrix produced in sandstone by diagenesis shows large shrinkage under drying and heating , but such properties of the cement mineral are not considered directly here. In addition, stress re-distribution between the matrix and many types of mineral grains due to α-quartz grain expansion is not considered. This phenomenon should play an important role in predicting the aggregate expansion at the stage of point defect concentration. These are the limitations of the present model and need to be improved in future work for further precise prediction. Based on aggregate expansion, concrete expansion is Fig. 4 Arrhenius plot for α-quartz expansion due to neutron irradiation as evaluated by the nucleation and growth model. Fig. 3 Temperature-dependent behavior of the expansion of α-quartz due to neutron irradiation, described by Bykov et al. (1981) .
estimated for predicting the physical properties of the concrete. As the concrete properties are dominated by cracks due to mismatched volume change between the aggregate and matrix (paste or mortar) and due to the colloidal nature of hardened cement paste (Maruyama et al. 2014b) , concrete expansion strain must be a key factor that reflects the damage and cracks of concrete caused by aggregate expansion (Dubrovskii et al. 1967; . There exist models regarding the concrete volume change, especially under drying, based on the information of mixture proportion and properties and volume change of the components. This topic has been discussed since the early 20th century (Carlson 1938； Pickett 1956 . Composite laws based on the continuous theory are developed by many researchers (Hansen and Nielsen 1965; Hobbs 1974; Kishitani and Baba 1975; Hansen 1987) . However, for the prediction of concrete volume change, cracking around the aggregate as a result of mismatched volume change between the aggregate and matrix should be taken into account. This impact is generally implicitly considered as a result of a lower Young's modulus of matrices than the measured value under an instantaneous loading experiment, which is attributed to creep or invisible cracking (Hansen 1987) . Recently, the impact of the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) is also emphasized for evaluating concrete shrinkage, because such continuous theory-based on prediction cannot precisely explain the concrete shrinkage affected by aggregate size (Maruyama and Sugie 2014) . Therefore, in the present study, a composite law proposed by Hobbs (1971) is applied with slight modification regarding the ITZ impact, as given below. 
. (Hansen 1987 ) under instantaneous loading is applied in order to consider cracking in the mortar and long-term compressive creep due to aggregate expansion.
In the present study, the effect of fine aggregate expansion in mortar is also considered in the same way as for coarse aggregate and mortar expansion.
The expansion strain is a key parameter for determining the deterioration of physical properties of concrete, and the compressive strength is a representative property for concrete structures. The relationship between the ratio of compressive strength after irradiation (Fc) to that of the reference specimen (Fco) and the linear expansion strain of the specimen due to irradiation is obtained as shown in Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 5 , Fc/Fco decreases with the expansion of the specimen. The experimental results by Dubrovskii et al. (1967) , Dubrovskii et al. (1970) , Pedersen (1971) , and Elleuch et al. (1972) showed relatively the same trend, while the experimental results by Dubrovskii et al. (1967) showed an upper trend compared with those by others. To evaluate these trends, Fc/Fco of concrete specimens affected by alkali-silica reaction (ASR) and the linear expansion strain of the samples are plotted as shown in Fig. 5 (NaLower boundary curve Fig. 5 Relationship between the expansion strain of concrete and the ratio of compressive strengths of expanded concrete specimen and the original concrete (Fc/Fco). Experimental results of the samples expanded due to neutron irradiation or alkali-silica reaction are plotted. Since the lower boundary is almost consistent in these data, a lower boundary curve is derived from these plots. Kubo et al. 2006; Ueda et al. 2011; Itoh and Maruyama 2014) . This is because the deterioration mechanism due to aggregate expansion is common to those concrete degradations (Graves et al. 2011) . As a result, the data by Dubrovskii et al. (1970) , Pedersen (1971) , Elleuch et al. (1972) almost correspond to the minimum values of ASR data and the data by Dubrovskii et al. (1967) 
Note that some differences exist in the experimental conditions of the abovementioned previous studies. For a specimen of young concrete at the commencement of exposure to irradiation or ASR environment, an increase in the strength occurs because continuous hydration increases the compressive strength of the specimen. High temperature (~100 ºC) also causes an increase in the C-S-H strength and additional hydration of residual cement minerals. These impacts yield variation in the experimental results. Using the lower boundary curve as the safety values, such unexplained phenomena are evaluated.
3．Lessons from JPDR 3.1 Overview of JPDR The JPDR, the first nuclear reactor that generated electrical power in Japan in 1963, was built in 1960 and the total operation time was 957 days. Even though the operation time is limited, the total dose or fluence on its CBS walls was considered comparable to that of commercial light water NPPs after 40-year operation. Because of this, the JPDR has been experimented widely from the viewpoint of decommissioning and aging management of concrete structures.
JPDR-I attained self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction in August 1963, and continued intermittent operation until September 1969. It was then upgraded to JPDR-II, which operated from May 1972 to March 1976. The operation summary is given in Table 2 and the operation history of the reactors is presented in Fig. 6 (Idei et al. 1990) .
The concrete strength of cores extracted from a CBS of the JPDR was evaluated by the proposed numerical method. During the construction of the JPDR, concrete for the CBS walls was casted from March to November 1962. The concrete was composed of ordinary Portland cement from Hitachi Cement Co. Ltd., Naka River gravel, and sea sand taken from a place near the site. Chemical composition and physical properties of the cement used are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The timing of these records does not correspond to the date of construction of the CBS, but the variation in cement quality was small, and hence, these data seem applicable to the cement of the CBS. The mixture proportion of concrete for the CBS is shown in Table 5 . The strength for mixture proportion was 35 MPa and the slump was 7.5 cm (Idei et al. 1990 ; Fig. 6 History of operations and relative power output of JPDR (Idei et al. 1990) . Table 3 Chemical composition of cement (Idei et al. 1990 Table 4 Physical properties of cement (Idei et al. 1990 ). Kakizaki et al. 1996) . The planar and elevational sections of the target CBS are shown in Fig. 7 (Kakizaki et al. 1996) . As can be seen from the figure, the thickness of CBS is 1500-3000 mm. The internal surface of the member was covered by a steel liner plate of thickness 13 mm, and 1-inch-diameter (25.4 mm) cooling pipes were placed at 76 mm and 300 mm from the internal surface and at every 5°-11° in the radial direction. The main rebars, which were deformed bars of 29-mm diameter, were located horizontally and vertically at every 150 mm. Shear reinforcements of a 25-mm-diameter deformed bar were located orthogonally to the main rebars at every 300 mm vertically and 450 mm horizontally.
Setting
The outer side of the CBS was coated by resin; the detail of this material was, however, not recorded.
The radiation condition has been reported by Idei et al. (1990) . Regarding the neutron flux, the calculated result by ANISN is shown in Fig. 8 . The calculation conditions have been validated by the 152 Eu activity that was experimentally obtained at the decommissioning process (Kakizaki et al. 1996) . The typical calculation results of neutron and gamma-ray spectra at the full-power reactor condition at the surface of the CBS are shown in Fig. 9 .
The reactor containment vessel was ventilated with atmospheric air at 2 × 10 5 m 3 /h. Therefore, the outer side of the CBS had almost the same temperature as the temperature of the room where humans work. The inside of the CBS was ventilated with atmospheric air at 9.1 × 10 3 m 3 /h and a speed of 1.5-2.1 m/s. The temperature of atmosphere on the inner surface of the CBS was reported to be approximately 46 °C and the temperature around the cooling pipe was 25 °C (Idei et al. 1990 ).
The core sample specimens were taken from the CBS. The locations were determined so that depth, fluence, and temperature conditions of the samples can be evaluated. The core drilling location is indicated in Fig. 7 . The diameter of the specimen was 80 mm and a wet drilling method was applied. The compressive strength test specimen had a height h = 2d, where d is diameter of the specimen. Specimens were formed by a diamond saw and were sulphur-capped at both ends for the loading. The test method followed JIS A 1108.
The experiments were carried out between 1986 and 1988.
Conditions for simulation
In the present study, DEVICE was used for the evaluation of concrete property changes in the CBS of the JPDR. From the previous section, the details of the calculation input were determined as follows. The averaged values of Tables 3 and 4 were considered for the calculation of the properties of the cement. Based on the loss on ignition (LOI) data, the cement was considered pure Portland cement. The mineral composition of cement was assumed by using the Bogue equation (Bogue 1929) . The mixture proportion of concrete was used as it is. The average density of river gravel is around 2.66 g/cm 3 in Fig. 8 Neutron flux distribution in the radial direction from the core center of the JPDR. Fig. 9 Neutron and gamma-ray spectra at the internal surface of the target CBS. Japan (Iwata 1981) and using this value, the air content in concrete was calculated as 5.5%, which is relatively large for the air content required for resistivity to freezing and thawing reaction. Therefore, the air content and density of river gravel and sea sand were assumed to be 4.5% and 2.61 g/cm 3 , respectively. No information regarding the quartz content in aggregates is available in literature. However, the estimated density is similar to that of α-quartz (2.65 g/cm 3 ), and to take into account the risk of neutron irradiation in the calculation as much as possible, the aggregates were considered as composed of α-quartz only. Therefore, the shrinkage of aggregates is zero and thermal expansion coefficient is 10.0 × 10 -6 /K . For the construction process, we assumed 1 hour for transport from a ready-mixed concrete plant to the CBS location. The mold was assumed to be made of steel and the heat transfer coefficient to be 14 W/m 2 /K. The inside steel plate liner was considered to be used for the mold. Therefore, the inner part of the CBS was not exposed to the dry atmospheric air. Environmental conditions were 293 K and 60% RH, which are the average values of the Japanese climate. The timing of demolding was not recorded. Based on the history of concrete casting, the age of demolding of concrete was assumed to be 28 days after casting. Then, immediately before the operation and 11 months after concrete casting, the resin coating was finished at the outer side of the CBS. The resin coating was assumed to have 1/100 of the permeability of concrete.
A 1500-mm-thick member was used for this calculation because this was the minimum thickness of the CBS.
During the operation, the temperature of the air on the surface of the steel plate liner was assumed to be 43 °C, and the concrete temperature around the pipe was assumed to be 25 °C. This is because the data of temperature of cooling water and ventilating air are not available and existing experimental data and former calculations are reliable. In the off-operation state, environmental condition of both sides of the CBS was assumed to be 298 K and 50% RH.
Regarding the radiation condition, neutron and gamma-ray flux was assumed to have a linear relationship with the output power, as shown in Fig. 6 . In the present calculation, the impact of the water cooling pipe has been studied beforehand, because water content and iron within the cooling pipe may affect the shielding and resultant secondary gamma rays and heat production. Our prior calculation, which is shown in Fig. 10 , exhibits little impact on secondary gamma rays. Therefore, the calculation mesh did not consider these water cooling pipes.
As for meshing for the calculation, a 7.5 mm discrete mesh was applied.
Results and discussion
Concrete in the CBS of the JPDR was evaluated up to a concrete age of 25 years. The results of typical temperature, water content per cement paste in concrete, degree of hydration of cement, and compressive strength distribution in CBS at arbitrary concrete ages are shown in Fig. 11 . Due to its size, the heat of hydration accumulated up to ~60 °C. In case of some aggregates, concrete strength development was stagnated or deteriorated because of increase in number of large pores by formation of densified outer C-S-H due to elevated temperature (Sugiyama and Masuda 1999; Gallucci et al. 2013) and the difference between the volume changes in the aggregate and matrix and resultant damage accumulation around aggregates (Son and Hosoda 2010; Maruyama et al. 2014b) . However, in this calculation, silicate content was high and the thermal expansion of the aggregate was 10 × 10 -6 /K. Therefore, the damage does not have a large impact on this calculation and the strength distribution is similar to that of the hydration degree. After 1 year, the degree of hydration was about 0.87 and the distribution of hydration was almost homogenous except for the outer surface where the cement hydration was stagnant owing to water loss after demolding and resultant moisture evaopration to the surrounding air.
After about 16 years, operation of the JPDR was stopped. During the operation period of 6.3 years, the maximum temperature was observed. In this case, the maximum temperature was recorded at a 400 mm depth from the inner surface. This temperature was attained mainly by gamma heating accompanied by water cooling from the embedded pipes. Therefore, we can estimate that the water cooling pipe largely impacts the reduction of temperature in the CBS caused by gamma heating. In general, water movement is derived by the temperature gradient in the thick concrete wall (England and Ross 1972) , but the CBS of the JPDR does not have a large temperature difference between its inner and outer surface parts, because the water cooling pipe was effective. Resultantly, although a small variation in the water con- 23.1 9.0 9.6 4.4 tent was observed around the cooling pipe, it is generally almost constant. This is the main reason that the concrete strength is almost homogenous in the CBS. In addition, the fast neutron fluence does not exceed 1.0 × 10 18 n/cm 2 after the operation. Within this value, the α-quartz is almost inert and we cannot see any impact on the concrete strength. The experimental results of the concrete strength in the BSW were compared with the numerical results as shown in Fig. 12 . The comparison shows that the calculation results are comparable to the experimental data. From the experimental data and supporting numerical simulation, the following points can be drawn, which can contribute to the understanding of aging management. 1) A fast neutron fluence of less than 1.0 × 10 18 n/cm 2 at room temperature (<40 °C) does not significantly impact the concrete strength.
2) The control of temperature at the inner part of the CBS has an impact to homogenize the concrete strength in the CBS. This tendency is favorable to evaluate the representative concrete strength in thick concrete walls.
3) The sealing conditions at the inner surface by a steel liner plate as well as at the outer surface by resin coating also have a homogenizing effect on the concrete strength of the CBS. In the present calculation, the depth affected by drying is limited to 100 mm from the surface.
Calculation of an anonymous PWR reactor
In the present study, a two-loop pressurized water reactor (PWR) is studied for the discussion of the integrity evaluation of a CBS. This is because a two-loop PWR imparts a high risk of neutron fluence on the CBS. The target CBS is assumed to be 2.0 m thick and the concrete component is assumed to be the same as that of the JPDR. The radiation boundary condition is calculated from Fukuya et al. (2002) , and the results of neutron and gamma-ray flux at the inner surface of the CBS are shown in Fig. 13 . With regards to the boundary condition of moisture transfer at the inner and outer surfaces, the conditions of sealed from and open to the ventilated air are assumed. For temperature conditions at operation, 64 °C and 53 °C are considered at the inner surface, based on the code regulation and our personal interview for the two-loop PWR condition, respectively, while 35 °C is assumed for the outer surface. The temperatures at both sides of the CBS during the periodical inspection, corresponding to the absence of heat from the reactor and continuous 91 days (25% of a year) allocated for this period, is 20 °C. The conditions and calculation parameters are summarized in Table 7 . In the construction process, demolding is after 28 days of casting, and 1 year and 3 months is assumed as the construction period. The construction period is relatively short compared with the real construction process. Moreover, after the construction process, the first operation was started.
The calculation results of 337s (Notation and parameters are shown in Table 7 ) in which the CBS was sealed on both surfaces and irradiated from the inner surface are summarized in Fig. 14 . The fast neutron fluence at the surface position was about 6.2 × 10 19 n/cm 2 after 60 years of operation ( Fig. 14 (b) .) During the operation, temperature at the surface of the concrete was about 64 °C, but due to neutron scattering and gamma-ray heating, maximum temperature was observed at 40 mm from the inner surface. In addition, a negative gradient of temperature was confirmed from the position of peak temperature to the outer surface of the CBS (2000 mm from the inner surface) (Fig. 14 (d) ). Due to this temperature gradient, the resulting accumulation of vapor pressure and a little, but not negligible, water transport at the outer surface of the CBS, water slightly moved from the inner part to the outer part (Fig. Sealed by resin *2 *1 The moisture movement at the liner is assumed to be zero. *2 The value is the same as that of JPDR calculation. *3 Ambient air is assumed to be ventilated air whose condition is 60% RH at 20 °C. *4 This value is based on our personal interview with the power company. 
(c)).
In particular, from 0 to about 500 mm from the inner surface, the water was slightly reduced. Although the evaporable water tended to move to the outer surface, a sufficient amount of water remained in the inner part of the CBS and cement hydration gradually continued ( Fig.  14 (a) ). Theoretically, water loss should relate to the reduction of both heat capacity and shielding performance; however, in this case, significant temperature difference could be found. The temperature difference was within 0.02 °C during the operation period.
After 20 years, a substantial drop in the concrete strength was observed at the inner surface. The fast neutron fluence was 1.61 × 10 19 n/cm 2 at the surface, and the concrete strength was deteriorated by neutron irradiation at the region from 0 mm to 40 mm from the inner surface. At this point, the concrete expansion in a hypothetical free restraint condition at the surface was 0.32% and at the region 40 mm from the surface was 0.066%.
After 60 years operation, the depth at which concrete strength was deteriorated by neutron irradiation was about 100 mm. The expansion strain of concrete at the surface was 3.2% and at 100 mm from the inner surface, where the main rebars are generally embedded, was 0.12%. Therefore, in this case, the structural integrity is questionable, because we do not have enough knowledge of the bond behavior with such expanded concrete conditions.
Next, the case of the CBS with open surfaces is discussed. The comparison of calculation results of 337s and 337o is shown in Fig. 15 . A large difference was confirmed in the evaporable water content, because water was evaporated from the surfaces of the CBS. Especially, near the inner surface, which was heated by irradiation and attained about 64 °C, a large amount of water was evaporated from the surface after operation began. The depth of the dried zone was approximately 500 mm. This dried zone reflected the water vapor desorption isotherm model considered in the CCBM. In the model, water vapor BET surface area is a function of temperature and humidity, and water amount at 98% RH is determined by the temperature. This model was based on our experimental results of the colloidal behavior of calcium silicate hydrates (Maruyama et al. 2014a) . Under the heating and drying conditions, the concrete sorption amount at the inner surface decreased with increasing temperature, and water vapor was accumulated in the pore space, which then tended to attain the equilibrium condition. This process is strongly affected by the elevated temperature rather than the relative humidity. After the drying process, concrete strength development was stagnant immediately after the operation began. In addition to this stagnation of compressive strength development, deterioration due to neutron irradiation was confirmed after several years of operation.
The sealing condition at the inner surface of the CBS will contribute to attain the strength margin because of continuous cement hydration through conservation of evaporable water at the inner surface.
Furthermore, the temperature impact on strength change at the inner surface of the CBS of 337s and 326s is discussed. Calculation results are shown in Fig. 16 . The distribution of evaporable water content is not different from the others. The largest impact was deterioration of concrete at the inner part. In the case of 337s, the strength of concrete at the inner surface was 16 MPa, while it was 14 MPa in the case of 326s. The depth of concrete affected by irradiation was 12 cm in the case of 326s, while it was 10 cm in the case of 337s. This difference was caused by the temperature difference of 11 °C at the inner surface, which will result in the dif ference in neutron-induced expansion of α-quartz (see Fig. 3 ). The changes in compressive strength at the inner surfaces for 337s and 326s are almost the same. However, the difference of depth of concrete strength deterioration might considerably affect the structural performance of reinforced concrete members.
Water, which is the main source of hydrogen atom in concrete, is considered to have a large impact on shielding performance of concrete. Therefore, the evaporable water content distribution and the ratio of fast neutron fluence after 60 years of operation are shown in Fig. 17 . In this figure, the ratios of fast neutron fluence for 326s and 337o to that of 337s as well as the evaporable water content distributions for 337s, 337o, and 326s are plotted. The figure shows that increase (or preserving) of water content in the CBS reduces the neutron fluence in the CBS, while decrease of water content at the inner surface increases the neutron fluence in the CBS. However, concrete deterioration caused by irradiation-induced aggregate expansion was confirmed within 100 mm from the inner surface. Considering the range up to which neutrons have the impact, the sealing condition at the inner surface has a large effect. At a depth of 100 mm, the fluence varied about 10%. This value is linearly related to the time span of concrete deterioration; therefore, the steel liner is very effective for neutron-induced concrete deterioration in the CBS.
Discussion
Limits of DEVICE
While the DEVICE takes into account many aspects of concrete phenomena, there are limitations. Moisture transport in DEVICE is validated by the experiments , but long-term drying process in massive concrete under the relatively high temperature condition needs more validation. Because data are very scarce, we need more scientific data of the moisture transport in massive concrete under the high temperature conditions as well as the temperature gradient conditions.
Reduction of concrete due to neutron irradiation is modeled by a statistical way, but the background data have a large variation in the relationship between expansion strain of concrete and Fc/Fco. This variation is larger than that of loading experiment for compressive strength, therefore, there should be a mechanism to explain this variation. Concrete's physical property changes affected by aggregate expansion depend on the crack propagation in it. This implies that the deterioration might be anisotropic due to concrete stress caused by dead load. This is not considered in DEVICE. In addition, a combination of dead load and aggregate expansion may cause compaction of mortar which might increase the strength by closing the crack width and altering C-S-H by the compaction effect (Sereda et al. 1966) . The difference in strength from the lower boundary curve shown in Fig. 5 can possibly be explained via compaction of mortar or cement paste in a capsule that is used in irradiation experiments along with the irradiation-induced aggregate expansion.
The temperature and duration of irradiation highly affect α-quartz expansion, as shown in Fig. 3 . A thermodynamic healing impact of silicate crystal structures exists, which is a function of temperature and time. If the temperature is elevated, the healing process is enhanced, and consequently, the expansion rate under irradiation conditions is low. This implies that the accelerated experiment result might underestimate the healing process of silicate structure, because the realistic time might be more than 10 times the experimental time span. Therefore, defect accumulation and consequent macroscopic volume change must be scientifically studied and the healing process must be independently understood for achieving a comprehensive understanding of irradiation-induced expansion of α-quartz. In addition, a more accurate estimation may be obtained by considering this healing impact. In addition, impacts of other aggregate minerals also should be considered, but the current code can not take into account due to lack of data.
Integrity evaluation
The CBS that is exposed to radiation develops a risk of irradiation-induced concrete deterioration. The expected degradation can be categorized into two phenomena: large expansion (Le Pape 2015) and mechanical property deterioration. Undoubtedly, these two phenomena are strongly interconnected through stress and resultant cracks in the concrete of the CBS; however, to the best of author's knowledge, there is no experimental report about reinforced concrete member affected by irradiation induced concrete deterioration. As shown in the introduction, the integrity of a CBS is normally evaluated by determining the limit of fast neutron fluence and/or gamma-ray dose, which depend on the authorities or countries. Previous studies have suggested that the concrete strength deteriorates above a fast neutron (>0.1 MeV) fluence of 10 19 n/cm 2 under the temperature condition of light water reactors (Hilsdorf et al. 1978; Field et al. 2015) , while the minimum neutron energy that affects α-quartz is 0.01 MeV (Primak 1958; Weissmann and Nakajima 1963; Bykov et al. 1981) . Further scientific research is needed to confirm this criterion.
Based on previous accelerated irradiation experiments of concrete and mortar, the results were numerically extrapolated to the problem in a CBS by using DEVICE. The calculation results indicate that the depth of concrete deterioration is approximately 100 mm from the inner surface of the CBS after 60 years of operation of the reactor. We discuss how to evaluate this result considering the limitations of our knowledge.
An argument about the aggregate type or the mineral composition in the aggregate is addressed here. In the present calculation, the aggregate is considered composed of 100% α-quartz. If this amount is half, the volume of the elements that can expand in the concrete clearly becomes half and thus the damage in concrete and the degree of resultant deterioration should be decreased. The ionic minerals, such as calcite, probably have high resistivity to irradiation, and concrete with pure limestone may show favorable performance under irradiated conditions. Even though we do not have complete database for the volume stability of aggregate minerals under irradiated conditions, we can conclude that the aggregate type and its mineral composition play an important role in irradiation-induced concrete degradation. Therefore, it is possible to rebuttal with a viewpoint of mineral composition in the used aggregate.
Secondary integrity evaluation is possible after the fluence limit is evaluated. First, the aggregate type and the mineral composition must be specified, and then, the aggregate expansion strain needs to be evaluated by considering the temperature at irradiation condition, which requires data on the resistivity of rock minerals. The allowable fast neutron fluence can be then proposed according to the mineral composition of the aggregate. Alternatively, the strength can be evaluated, and an allowed reduction of concrete strength can be determined such that it satisfies the required design strength. The lower boundary curve shown in Fig. 5 and Eq (9) give the worst-case value of Fc/Fco. Therefore, based on the DEVICE calculation with a calibration of the obtained data, we can evaluate the strength at the inner surface as a safe-side value, which can be compared with the required compressive strength, and thus we can judge the integrity of a CBS through material-basis evaluation.
The last option is a more comprehensive approach. The integrity of a CBS with regards to the seismic performance can be evaluated by omitting a part of a section in the CBS by estimating it to be deteriorated by the gamma-ray dose. In Japan, although a gamma-ray limit of 2.0 × 10 5 kGy exists, some PWRs have experienced more than this limit. An electrical power company has supported this condition using a calculation that considered the deteriorated part (The Nuclear Regulation Authority, Japan 2015). This type of approach can be used for evaluating the integrity of a CBS. The impact of concrete expansion, which may cause spalling on the surface and deterioration of bond in the rebars, should be considered for seismic performance evaluation.
The validation relating to important phenomena such as healing process of α-quartz, stress-related physical property change, bond performance affected by volume expansion of concrete, and irradiation-induced deterioration of concrete can be carried out only on decommissioned plants. Therefore, such research projects using a decommissioned plant are necessary for long-term operation of aging plants.
Conclusion
A numerical code called "DEVICE" (Damage EValuation for Irradiated ConcretE), which takes into account heat, moisture, and radiation transport coupled with cement hydration, is proposed. This code is based on the computational cement-based material model (CCBM) and the one-dimensional deterministic transport Sn code ANISN. First, DEVICE was used for evaluating the decommissioned plant JPDR. The compressive strength distribution in a biological shielding wall of the JPDR is obtained by core sampling. The compressive loading test results were compared with the calculation results, which presented the potential of DEVICE to predict concrete strength distribution in a concrete biological shielding (CBS) wall. The fast neutron fluence level of the CBS under which significant impact on concrete strength is not observed is 1.0 × 10 18 n/cm 2 at room temperature (<40 °C). The comparison results also showed that the sealing conditions at the inner and outer surfaces of the CBS by a steel liner plate and resin coating, respectively, have a homogenizing effect on the concrete strength of the CBS.
In addition, simulation results for the concrete strength change and its distribution in a biological shielding wall of an anonymous two-loop pressurized water reactor up to 60 years' operation indicated the following conclusions: 1) A steel liner plate and resin coating, which restrain water vapor evaporation from the surface of a CBS, can produce the strength margin owing to continuous cement hydration.
2) The temperature difference at the inner surface of the CBS has large impact on irradiation-induced concrete degradation through temperature dependence of irradiation-induced expansion of α-quartz. 3) However, the difference in compressive strength due to temperature-dependent irradiation-induced concrete degradation is almost the same order as that by the strength margin built by the sealing condition. 4) While the volume stability of aggregate minerals, minimum neutron flux energy for the damage in α-quartz, healing effect of the silicate structure as a function of temperature, and degradation process under stress in concrete are limitations of our current evaluation method, and they need more scientific background. In addition, possible integrity evaluation methods other than allowable fast neutron fluence evaluation for a biological shielding wall are proposed as follows. 1) Mineral composition-based allowable fast neutron fluence. 2) Strength prediction at the inner surface on the basis of mineral composition of aggregate and the lower limit curve of Fc/Fco as a function of concrete expansion. 3) Direct numerical calculations for the seismic performance by considering irradiation-induced volume expansion and concrete degradation.
